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• Asia Society is a non-profit organization 
headquartered in New York, with offices 
throughout the United States and around the 
world—in Mumbai, Manila, Sydney, Hong 
Kong, Seoul, Switzerland, and Tokyo. 

• Center for Global Education works to develop 
globally competent youth prepared for college, 
work, and citizenship in an interconnected 
world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 HS
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Defining Global Competence



Investigate 
the World

What is global competence?

The definition of global 
competence was developed 
in partnership with Harvard 
University and the Council of 
Chief State School Officers 
and has been recognized by 
global education 
organizations worldwide. 



Asia Society ISSN: Transforming Schools through 
Competency-Based Global Learning 

• National network dedicated to advancing 
the teaching, learning and leading of 
global competence – currently working 
with 30 urban, suburban and rural 
schools across the country.  

• Successful school transformation in NY, 
OH, NC, DC, FL, ME, CO, TX, WA, CA since 
2003.

• Since our inception we have reached over 
35,000 students and 1,100 teachers
through the ISSN. 

• ISSN schools have a 91 percent graduation rate—more than 40 
percent higher, on average, than graduation rates at 
demographically similar schools.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of our work has focused on schools – creating professional development, curriculum and training for a network of small schools throughout the country. Full school model – all subjects integrate global content and skills. Students have the opportunity to learn a language and travel abroad. Interdisciplinary, project based model. Life isn’t siloed and most jobs involve projects. Much more engaged – higher grad rates
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See all the Global Career Ready Practices at:
http://asiasociety.org/education/cte-standards-crosswalked-global-competence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. From a global perspective, career-ready individuals understand they are members of a global community and act in ways that improve both their local and global communities and workplaces. 2. Individuals ready for careers in a global economy actively seek opportunities to expand their understanding of diverse cultures in order to appropriately apply academic and technical skills in international contexts. They can skillfully apply appropriate technological resources to communicate and collaborate expertly with diverse individuals and groups and apply their global competency skills readily and in all appropriate contexts. 7. When using research strategies, career-ready individuals also display global competence by selecting and using a variety of international and domestic sources in multiple formats or media to identify and assess the most important evidence that addresses a global question. They can develop a clear and specific position based on evidence that considers multiple perspectives and draws defensible, logical conclusions in response to a global question. 
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CA Career Ready Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point them to the Global Career Ready Practices on their tables. 
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Why do workplace readiness skills 
need to be learned through 

a global lens? 



• 95% of consumers live outside of US

Global Skills in Demand

• Fourth Industrial 
Revolution: full integration 
of technology; global 
digital platforms

• Commerce will revolve 
around the consumer –
innovate to meet 
individual their needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A McKinsey report predicts that automation will affect every occupation, including those in education and health thought to be relatively safe from automation. The report estimates that forty-five percent of all human jobs could be automated, placing us all at risk of being displaced.is estimated that today's graduates will have 17 jobs over five different careers. Yet this too may be shifting. A recent BBC piece highlighted Jean-Philippe Michel, a career coach in Ottawa, Canada, who believes that students need to be prepared for micro-jobs or a portfolio career. The idea is that workers will be prepared with, and consequently hired for, a solid set of skills in order to solve specific challenges or individual tasks, perhaps working on many of them, simultaneously, for different organizations. No longer will they be working for one boss for years—instead we may become an army of specialized consultants at large.Fourth Industrial Revolution: Technology as the Global LevelerTechnology is at the forefront of this shift and its advance is moving faster than it ever has before, leading Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum, to name this the Fourth Industrial Revolution. He writes that it is "characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres." In other words, technology will be part of everything, from self-driving cars to clothes to our bodies. New global digital platforms are completely flattening the competition for buyers on an international scale. Using your smartphone, you can buy and sell almost anything, including services, from anywhere. The Fourth Industrial Revolution revolves around the consumer; in order to compete on a global scale, we must innovate based on an understanding of their needs, which vary depending on culture. half of the world's population already By 2020, it is estimated that 80 percent of all adults in the world will own a smartphone.\Demand from abroad now affects one in three jobs in the business sector and products are no longer produced completely in one country—workers around the world may contribute to a single product, according to Andreas Schleicher, Director, OECD Directorate for Education and Skills.The services economy too will increasingly require global skills, including bilingualism. A recent study of the Washington, DC, region showed a 148 percent increase in job postings requiring bilingualism. Even those with only some second language skills are in demand—those job postings surged 131 percent since 2010. The number one employer cited is the MGM National Harbor hotel, closely followed by Bank of America and Wells Fargo.



Globalization of the Economy

• Globalization is driving demand for an globally 
competent workforce

– Global Supply Chain: One in five jobs is tied 
to international trade

– Washington, DC -> 148% increase in 
job postings requiring bilingualism since 
2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Globally connected economy



• 96 percent “comfortable working with colleagues, 
customers and/or clients from diverse cultural 
backgrounds,” is important.

• 91 percent “all students should have educational 
experiences that teach them how to solve problems 
with people whose views are different from their 
own.” 

• 80 percent believe they could increase their overall 
business if they had employees with “international 
expertise.” 
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Business Executives Say:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A study done for the Association of American Colleges and Universities found that 96 percent of business executives surveyed identied intercultural skills, that is, being “comfortable working with colleagues, customers and/or clients from diverse cultural backgrounds,” as important, including 63 percent who believe these skills are very important. Furthermore, 91 percent agree that “all students should have educational experiences that teach them how to solve problems with people whose views are different from their own,” Separately, the 2014 U.S. Business Needs Survey of over 800 U.S. executives in international business, sales, marketing and nance found that 80 percent believe they could increase their overall business if they had employees with “international expertise.” A globally focused curriculum is also more engaging to students. For instance, Asia Society’s International Studies Schools Network, a national network of secondary schools in low-income and minority areas with the mission of developing globally competent graduates, has shown that in comparison to schools with similar demographic pro les in the same districts, these schools have higher test scores. These schools within the network realize the opportunity to make instruction more effective by infusing global perspectives into the curriculum and school culture. 
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• White paper by project 
partners lays out the 
importance of global 
competence for CTE/STEM:

http://asiasociety.org/education
/preparing-globally-competent-
workforce
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MappingtheNation.net

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both n- intro project and talk a little about genesis
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https://asiasociety.org/education/leadership-global-competence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, where does global competence fit into the curriculum?  We’re not expecting you to revise your whole curriculum to teach global skills, so where does it fit naturally into what you’re currently doing?   It is a natural fit with the employability or 21st century skills that you’re already teaching that’s where global competence falls into the curriculum.  And in teaching global skills, we need to know how to assess these skills, just as we do technical and academic skills.  So, in order to begin thinking about ways to consistently provide students feedback on global employability skills, we turn our attention to Global Leadership and building those into employability skills.  We do this through the Global Leadership Performance Outcomes-- multiple grade levels can be found online. 



Examples



• Cheeseburger Project
• Source ingredients of a cheeseburger; map where each 

component would be in season where they live
• Student-led advocacy initiative to support local ag and 

reduce carbon footprint
• Trout in the Classroom

• Virtually compared species they were raising with class in 
Ireland

• Environmental issues related to clean water and fish 
populations

• Trip to Ireland to meet
• Travel Abroad

• Students pitch idea to school board, create business plans, 
raise money
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Agriculture: Trout in the 
Classroom, New York

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agriculture: Tara Berescik, started small, having students examine each ingredient of a cheeseburger and map that ingredient back to the local source. Tara took the project a step further and students map when each component would be in season where they lived and followed this exercise with a dialogue on food sourcing and security issues. As a result, students started an initiative to encourage people in their communities to support local agriculture and reduce their carbon footprint. The next project was Trout in the Classroom, which led to a connection with elementary students in Ireland who were also raising trout. First virtually, and then through a trip to Ireland, students compared the species they were raising and talked about environmental issues related to clean water and fish populations in their areas. Since that first trip to Ireland, students at TriValley High have brainstormed trips that would allow them to better understand agricultural practices, pitched their ideas to the school board, created business plans, raised money for travel expenses, and visited four continents. They have observed the entire process and production of growing and selling coffee beans in Central America, conducted service projects, compared animal husbandry practices, and delved into environmental implications for different farming practices through these experiences. She finds that her students are more interested in and engaged with real‐world topics related to their coursework. Students are continuing on with degrees and careers in international agriculture—using the knowledge and experience gained in high school to understand the varied career paths in the field. 



• Given case studies – work together to evaluate, solve problems, 
and advocate

• Global Topics: diseases, policies of WHO, global health issues, 
advocacy, health intervention debates

• Present to their class, refine, and then present to other classes

• "Global Health really opens up the students’ minds to what is going 
on in health not only in our community, but around the world. It is 
difficult for them to shift their thinking away from themselves and 
toward others, but they now think of health in a new way.” 
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Global Health for Freshman, 
Washington

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health Sciences and Human Services High School in the High Line School District, Washington, realizes this importance and requires a semester of Global Health for freshmen. The teacher, Jordyn Wilson, uses a project‐based learning approach to cover topics such as communicable and non‐communicable disease, policies of the World Health Organization, major global health problems, awareness of and advocacy for issues, and debate of health interventions. Students are given case studies and real‐world problems, and work together to evaluate the case, solve problems, and advocate for many issues. They then present to classmates before honing their work to present to other classes. This helps students understand the wide array of careers available to them and shifts their thinking. According to Jordyn, "Global Health really opens up the students’ minds to what is going on in health not only in our community, but around the world. It is difficult for them to shift their thinking away from themselves and toward others, but they now think of health in a new way.” 



• First learn about global sourcing by looking at products 
they own

• Global production lines via guests from Boeing
• Matched with a class in Alaska

• Design a set of gears – send designs to Oregon
• OR students produce them
• Sent back to Alaska for assembly

22

Global Manufacturing 
Simulation, Oregon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students are introduced to this idea through an initial activity where they look at the global sourcing of their clothes, cell phones, backpacks, anything they have with them in the classroom. They then learn about the global production lines of Boeing, a company where pieces are created in Indonesia and Ireland and then sent to Washington for assembly. Industry leaders come into the classroom to reinforce this lesson by sharing their experiences of working in an international setting. The first time John did this project, students worked with a domestic school in Sitka, Alaska. Students in Sitka designed a set of gears and sent the designs to Sherwood High School, where they were manufactured and then sent back to Alaska for assembly. The project is now spreading to other schools across the Pacific Northwest. John would like to create partnerships with schools around the world to further extend the work and the global experience. 
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Free PD Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next I’d like to share free professional development resources available to you and your CTE colleagues. 



Global CTE Tools
• Online, interactive professional development modules
• Housed on ACTE’s CTE Learn community: CTELearn.org

(free log-in required) 
• For CTE educators of Grades 6-12
• Can earn a badge from NOCTI. 
• Micro credentials through Digital Promise.

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heather
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• Video-based
• Go at your own pace
• Free log-in required

CTELearn.org



Module 1

• Activities
• Interactive discussion boards
• Global career connections
• Who are my students?
• How global is my community? 

(MappingtheNation.net)
• Workforce readiness rubric

Introduces concepts of global competence and 
project management and makes the case for their 

importance to CTE and careers.



Module 2

• Activities:
• Interactive discussion boards
• Global CTSO events
• Project Management self-assessment
• Create your own global project (essential 

questions, global issue overview, standards, 
assessments, timeline, and activities)

Introduces how global issues can be integrated into 
existing curriculum/projects and demonstrates how 

global competence and project management already 
align to CTE standards and classrooms. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heather – only if we have time
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• Video-based
• Go at your own pace
• Free log-in required

CTELearn.org



• Why are Global Skills Critical for 
Careers?

• Creating Local Global Connections
• Designing a High Quality Project
• Assessing Global Skills
• Project Management for Students
• Connecting with Classrooms Abroad
• Respecting Diversity 
• Integrating Academics
• Developing Global STEM Skills through 

CTSOs and Service Learning 

29

Module Topics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
��
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AsiaSociety.org/CTEtoolkit



Heather:
hsingmaster@asiasociety.org

@hsingmaster
AsiaSociety.org/CTEtoolkit
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